ODs on Facebook Announces Collaboration with Ethis Communications, Inc., to Build Educational Opportunities

*ODs on Facebook founder and owner Alan Glazier, OD, FAAO, announced today he is partnering with Ethis Communications, Inc., to expand the educational and networking opportunities offered by ODs on Facebook, the largest eye care industry forum in the world.*

Washington, DC, and New York (PRWEB) June 24, 2015 -- ODs on Facebook founder and owner Alan Glazier, OD, FAAO, announced today he is partnering with Ethis Communications, Inc., to expand the educational and networking opportunities offered by ODs on Facebook, the largest eye care industry forum in the world.

Dr. Glazier, who is also founder and CEO of Shady Grove Eye & Vision Care in suburban Washington, DC, launched ODs on Facebook in 2011. Since then, the network has grown to more than 18,800 members across the US, quickly emerging as the hub for active discussion and need-to-know information on clinical, practice management, and legislative issues in optometry.

ODs on Facebook is chock full of expert-driven content and, unique among social media networks dedicated to optometry, has a broad base of active members. Dozens of threads are initiated daily, with topics ranging from business issues like coding and insurance to significant clinical challenges such as managing late-onset Tay-Sachs disease or a 7-year-old boy’s optic nerve melanocytoma. Clinical threads generate vital feedback within minutes from across the US.

According to Dr. Glazier, “Social media is rapidly becoming a primary way optometrists learn about the latest developments in their field. My vision in partnering with Ethis Communications is to leverage their expertise in eye care and medical communications to bring greater educational and networking opportunities to the active community of ODs on Facebook. We look forward to building our collaboration with offerings such as podcasts, webinars, and live meetings.”

Ethis Communications, which develops clinical insights and marketing content for the ophthalmic industry, aims to strengthen the connection between the members of ODs on Facebook and optometry industry leaders. By sharing relevant educational content and exclusive product developments from therapeutic and ophthalmic device companies, group members will have the unique opportunity to communicate with the game changers of the optometry space through social media.

“Allan Glazier has created an extraordinary network,” said Luca Sergio, CEO of Ethis Communications, “going from zero to the world’s largest optometric social media channel in only a few years. We are excited to bring added clinical and practice-management education to optometry through the medium of Dr. Glazier’s fantastic group.”

A weekly newsletter, to feature the top ODs on Facebook posts with clinical and practice management pearls, will launch later this month.

To learn more, go to ODs on Facebook: [https://www.facebook.com/groups/122070001227892/](https://www.facebook.com/groups/122070001227892/)

About Dr. Alan Glazier: Alan Glazier, OD, FAAO, is founder of Shady Grove Eye & Vision Care (
http://youreysite.com/) a medical model practice near Washington, DC; and ODs on Facebook, the profession’s largest social media group. In 2012 and 2013, Dr. Glazier was selected by Vision Monday as one of the most influential optometrists in the country. He is the author of Searchial Marketing: How Social Media Drives Search Optimization In Web 3.0 (AuthorHouse, 2011), which is the culmination of years of research plus his own considerable online experience.

About Ethis Communications, Inc.: Ethis Communications (http://www.ethiscommunications.com/) has been a major presence in eye care communications for almost two decades, offering both traditional and digital content across the spectrum of eye care professions. Deep relationships with thought leaders and industry players enables Ethis to provide timely, accurate communication in all media and all topics in eye care.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.